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Abstract: In practical power system operation, knowing the voltage stability limits of the system
is important. This paper proposes using a decision tree (DT) to extract guidelines through offline
study results for assessing system voltage stability status online. Firstly, a sample set of DTs is
determined offline by active power injection and bus voltage magnitude (P-V) curve analysis.
Secondly, participation factor (PF) analysis and the Relief-F algorithm are used successively for
attribute selection, which takes both the physical significance and the classification capabilities into
consideration. Finally, the C4.5 algorithm is used to build the DT because it is more suitable for
handling continuous variables. A practical power system is implemented to verify the feasibility of
the proposed online voltage stability margin (VSM) assessment framework. Study results indicate
that the operating guidelines extracted from the DT can help power system operators assess real time
VSM effectively.

Keywords: voltage stability margin (VSM) assessment; machine learning; decision tree (DT)

1. Introduction

Voltage stability refers to the capability of maintaining voltage within safe or acceptable limits,
even in the case of credible contingencies [1–4]. Current industry practice is to perform offline voltage
stability studies and extract operating guidelines to monitor and control the system state. Due to
the interconnections of power systems, the scale of the power grid expands rapidly and operating
conditions become more complicated. Furthermore, due to the rapid development of wind power
and photovoltaic power generation in the power grid, greater uncertainty has been introduced. To
investigate system stability limits, operational planners have to perform more offline studies of
various system topologies and conditions. Data collected from these offline studies has reached an
unprecedented level. Currently, individual operational planners analyze offline data manually or
semi-automatically. Each individual is only capable of exploring valuable information from small
amounts of data and is unable to manually process large amounts of data. Determination of stability
limits is dependent on an individual operational planner’s experience and knowledge, which is
inevitably limited and fragmentary. Although online voltage stability analysis has been implemented
by some utilities, it remains a challenge to extract useful information from the mass of data obtained
from voltage stability analysis results within an operating time frame.

Data mining techniques provide opportunities to solve this problem, as they can process large
amounts of data automatically and efficiently. Researchers have applied data mining technologies,
such as artificial neural networks (ANNs), support vector machine (SVMs), and naive Bayes (NB)
algorithms, and various improved versions, to online voltage stability assessment [5–29]. However,
these attempts use black box models, which hide the inner data mining process and cannot extract
underlying valuable information [30].
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Decision trees (DTs) are easier to understand and explain than black-box models because of their
tree-like structure. They both reveal the inner data mining process and achieve a precise assessment [31].
References [32–36] proposed using a classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm for voltage
stability assessment. Reference [32] scored the full paths of a DT rather than the classification results
stored in leaf nodes to assess voltage stability. Reference [33] constructed a regularly updated DT for
the voltage stability problem. Reference [35] applied a DT to assess voltage stability and discussed the
influence of the DT growing method on classification accuracy. Each of these methods constructed DTs
with the CART algorithm, which computes the Gini index to determine the most suitable attribute for
purifying a sample set and then builds a binary tree from top to bottom [37]. However, a restriction
of the CART algorithm is that it cannot effectively handle continuous attributes. Because voltage
amplitude, reactive power of generators and that of branches are continuous variables, system
operators need an exact value to assess the system voltage stability status. When handling continuous
attributes, the CART algorithm discretizes data into several intervals. According to these intervals, the
classification boundary is determined. Therefore, the DT can provide inaccurate reference values on
leaf nodes. The assessment results may be incorrect after several judgements and lead operators to
make a wrong decision.

Previous research divided voltage stability status into two categories, voltage stable and voltage
unstable, and applied the decision tree for classification [38–43]. Reference [39] employed the CART
and C4.5 algorithms to build DTs, and combined the bagging and adaptive boosting methods to
increase accuracy. Reference [41] presented a Hoeffding tree method for the voltage security problem.
Reference [43] applied the relief and C4.5 algorithms to construct a DT to evaluate the system state.
However, even if the voltage instability status can be identified accurately, there is not enough time for
system operators to take remedial action. In practical system operation, it is important to know the
current operating point and the distance to voltage instability. Therefore, there is a pressing need to
perform online voltage stability margin (VSM) assessment. This paper considers the actual demands of
online VSM assessment and presents the use of a DT to extract guidelines to help operators to evaluate
power system state.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the theoretical framework
of the online VSM assessment method in detail. Section 3 describes the performance based on a
provincial power grid. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Theoretical Framework

This section is composed of three parts. First, the sample set is established for the DT. According to
the P-V curve analysis, the VSM is determined and the DT’s sample set then can be generated. Second,
participation factor (PF) analysis and the Relief-F algorithm are sequentially applied in attribute
selection. Finally, the DT is built using the C4.5 algorithm for online VSM assessment.

2.1. Establish Sample Set for DT

For each network topology, the maximum power transfer point is obtained by gradually increasing
system loads with the original operating point. Once it is reached, VSM can be determined and
corresponding training samples then can be generated.

The variation of voltage amplitude V with active power P is plotted as the P-V curve. The system
VSM is given as follows:

Mi =
Pmax − Pi

Pmax
× 100% (1)

where Pi is active power of the ith operating point. Pmax represents the active power of the maximum
power transfer point.

In practice, system operators usually avoid operating the power system in the region below the
maximum power transfer point. According to monitoring needs, operators usually divide the system
into three states: normal state, alert state, and emergency state.
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Table 1 shows these three system states and their corresponding VSM.

Table 1. Voltage stability status.

System State VSM Class Label

Normal State 5% ≤Mi < 8% N
Alert State 1% ≤Mi < 5% A

Emergency State Mi < 1% E

When Mi is within the interval [5%, 8%), the power system is considered to be at a normal state.
The operating points within this interval are treated as normal samples and assigned with class label
N. In a similar vein, the alert samples and emergency samples are selected and assigned with class
label A and class label E, respectively. If the number of a certain class of samples is much smaller than
that of others, this class of samples may be mistaken for noise. In the classifying process, the DT may
neglect learning these samples, which means the DT cannot learn the true structure of data. This is
called “underfitting” [37]. In system operation, operators tend to focus more on the emergency state.
However, the number of emergency samples is obviously less than that of normal or alert samples.
Therefore, the same number of samples should be selected from each class for constructing the sample
set to avoid underfitting.

2.2. Determine Attributes for the DT

First, modal analysis is implemented for distinguishing pivotal voltage stability modes. For each
pivotal mode, PF analysis is applied for selecting attributes preliminarily. Second, the relief-F algorithm
is used for further selecting attributes and the final attribute set then can be determined for DT.

The relationship of reactive power increment ∆Q to voltage amplitude increment ∆V is expressed
using the following equation [1,2]:

∆V = J−1
R ∆Q (2)

where JR represents the reduced Jacobian matrix. ∆V and ∆Q are incremental changes in voltage
amplitude and reactive power, respectively.

The ith modal voltage change is calculated as follows:

∆Vmi =
1
λi

∆Qmi (3)

where λi is the ith eigenvalue of JR. ∆Qmi is the modal reactive power change. It is clear that if λi = 0,
a slight change in Qm will cause significant changes in Vm. The system is considered to be on the brink
of voltage instability if one of the eigenvalues equals 0.

The eigenvalues are obtained using eigenvalue analysis based on P-V curves. The smallest
eigenvalue, which can be used for measuring the distance to voltage instability, is chosen to implement
PF analysis.

The PF at bus k of mode i is shown as:

Pki = ξkiηki (4)

where ξki and ηki are kth elements of the ith column right eigenvector and ith row left eigenvector of
JR, respectively.

According to (4), the PFs of each bus are calculated and the buses are listed in descending order
based on the bus PF analysis results. The differences between adjacent PFs then can be calculated and
the largest is regarded as the threshold. The bus whose PF is above the threshold is selected as the
key bus.
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The branch PF of branch j in mode i is given as:

P ji =
∆Qloss. j

∆Qloss.max
(5)

where ∆Qloss. j and ∆Qloss.max are reactive power loss of branch j and the maximum loss in all
branches, respectively.

The generation PF is given as:

Pgki =
∆Qgk

∆Qmax
(6)

where ∆Qgk and ∆Qmax are reactive power loss of generator k and the maximum loss of all
generators, respectively.

The corresponding key branches and generators can be determined in a similar way to key buses.
The voltage amplitude and voltage phase angle of buses, reactive power of branches, and reactive
power of generators comprise the DT’s initial attributes.

PF analysis can effectively identify which buses, branches, or generators are important to voltage
stability. However, these initial attributes may not have good classification capability. If an attribute is
closely correlated with another attribute, these two attributes have the same classification capability.
One of these two attributes can be regarded as redundant. In addition, some attributes are irrelevant
attributes that may not be useful for classification. If many redundant attributes and/or irrelevant
attributes are chosen, the DT is larger than necessary [37,44]. Initial attributes determined by PF
analysis should be further selected from a classification capability perspective.

Relief algorithms, one of the most successful preprocessing algorithms, can select attributes
effectively without any assumption of attribute independence. However, they are restricted to
two-class problems [45–49]. The Relief-F algorithm, which is extended from the relief algorithm and
suitable for handling multi-class problems, is applied in this paper to further select attributes. The core
of the algorithm is to compute weight values iteratively for attributes based on the distance of different
samples. At the beginning, sample Ri is selected randomly. From the same class with sample Ri, m
nearest neighbors, which are represented by H j, are selected. In addition, the m nearest neighbors,
which are represented by M j, from each of the different classes is also selected. The weight of attribute
A is given as:

ωA = ωA −

m∑
j=1

di f f
(
A, Ri, H j

)
nm

+

∑
C,class(Ri)

 P(C)
1−P(class(Ri)

m∑
j=1

di f f
(
A, Ri, M j

)
nm

(7)

where ωA is the weight value of attribute A. n represents the number of iterations. P(C) represents
the probability of samples belonging to class C. diff represents the difference between Ri and H j or M j
under attribute A:

di f f (A, I1, I2) =

∣∣∣v(A, I1) − v(A, I2)
∣∣∣

v(A)max − v(A)min
(8)

where v(A, I1) and v(A, I2) are the values of sample I1 and I2 of attribute A, respectively. v(A)max and
v(A)min are the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of attribute A for all of the samples.

For attribute A, if di f f (A, Ri, M j) is larger than di f f (A, Ri, H j), then the attribute is suitable for
dividing the sample set and the weight value should be raised.

According to (7), the weight value of each attribute can be obtained and then listed in descending
order. The threshold value is determined based on the most obvious change between adjacent weight
values. Given that the attributes with larger weight values have a more positive effect on classification,
the attributes whose weight values are greater than the threshold value are selected.
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2.3. Apply C4.5 Algorithm to Build DT

The tree-like structure of the DT reveals the classification rules visually. Once the DT is constructed,
a series of operating guidelines are obtained for operators to monitor system voltage stability status.

CART, Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3), and C4.5 are commonly used algorithms to construct DTs.
The C4.5 algorithm is better suited to handling continuous attributes than the CART algorithm and can
avoid the overfitting problem of the ID3 algorithm [50]. The C4.5 algorithm comprises four main steps.
First, the initial information entropy of the sample set is calculated. Second, the split entropy of the
sample set under a selected attribute is calculated. Then the information gain can be easily obtained by
subtracting the split entropy from the initial information entropy. Finally, the information gain ratio
corresponding to the selected attribute is calculated based on the information gain.

2.3.1. Calculate the Initial Information Entropy

Entropy(S) = −
m∑

i=1

pilog2pi (9)

where S is the sample set. pi represents the probability of samples belong to class i. m is the number of
classes, which matches the system states.

2.3.2. Calculate the Split Entropy

Assume that S is divided into two subsets by a randomly selected attribute A. The split entropy is
shown as follows:

EntropyA(S) =
|SL|

|S|
Entropy(SL) +

|SR|

|S|
Entropy(SR) (10)

where SL and SR are subsets of S. |S|, |SL| and |SR| represent the number of samples in each set.

2.3.3. Obtain the Information Gain

The information gain is calculated to quantify the ability of attributes to reduce the overall entropy:

Gain(A) = Entropy(S) − EntropyA(S) (11)

However, if the information gain is regarded as the attribute selection criterion of the DT, it may
result in overfitting.

2.3.4. Calculate the Information Gain Ratio

Split information is introduced to solve the overfitting problem, which is calculated using the
following equation:

Split In f o(A) = −
k∑

i=1

|Si|

S
log2
|Si|

S
(12)

Gain Ratio(A) =
Gain(A)

Split In f o(A)
(13)

A greater information gain ratio means a better attribute. The most suitable attribute of each node
can be identified by calculating the information gain ratio for each attribute recursively. The branches
of the DT are the system voltage stability guidelines, which can be extracted for operators to identify
the system state.

The C4.5 algorithm can only access the generated sample set. The error computed in this process
is the training error. However, an excellent DT must not only fit the generated sample set well, but also
classify the unknown samples accurately. The expected error of previously unknown samples, known
as the generalization error, needs to be calculated. K-fold cross-validation is an effective method to
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compute the generalization error by dividing the sample set into K equal-sized subsets. During each
training, K−1 subsets are selected to train the model and the other is used to test the model. This
process is run repeatedly K times until each subset is selected to test the performance of the DT [31,37].
The generalization error is defined as follows:

Eg =
1
K

K∑
i=1

ei (14)

where Eg represents generalization error. K is the number of trainings, and Eg is the error of the
ith training.

According to numerous tests with various data sets by different data mining techniques, 10-fold
cross-validation has been certified as the optimal approach to estimate generalization error [44]. In this
study, 10-fold cross validation was performed for evaluating performance.

Figure 1 displays the overall framework.
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Figure 1. Framework of proposed method.

3. Case Study

The proposed online VSM assessment method was verified using actual data obtained from a
provincial power grid in China. Figure 2 displays the single-line diagram.

3.1. Establish the Sample Set for DT

In order to obtain different operating conditions, contingency analysis was performed on each
generator, part of transmission lines, and transformer. As described in Section 2.1, P-V curve analysis
was conducted for each operating condition. The maximum power transfer points can be generated
by increasing system loads in 10 MW steps from the initial operating points. According to (1), the
operating points in the different three system states are obtained. The points in the emergency state
are regarded as emergency samples because in practice operators need to prevent the system from
operating in this region. The operating points in the normal and alert states are used as normal and
alert samples, respectively. To emphasize the emergency state and acquire sufficient samples for the
DT, 15 samples were selected from each VSM interval in this study. The sample set included 21,960
samples in total.
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3.2. Select Attributes for DT

3.2.1. Initial Selection of Attributes

As described in Section 2.2, the critical voltage stability modes are determined by modal analysis.
The corresponding smallest eigenvalue of the practical system was 0.053111. In order to determine the
main factors for the critical mode, PF analysis was performed. Figure 3 shows the bus PF analysis
results, which are listed in descending order. The 64th factor is chosen as the threshold value based on
the order of magnitudes of differences between adjacent buses. Hence, the buses whose PFs rank in
the top 64 are regarded as key buses. The bus PF analysis results are shown in Table 2.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 14 
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Table 2. Bus PF analysis results.

Bus ID PF Bus ID PF Bus ID PF Bus ID PF Bus ID PF

528 0.412 300 0.26 842 0.241 87 0.197 366 0.147
797 0.313 954 0.259 231 0.24 458 0.196 672 0.145
505 0.276 966 0.258 477 0.239 256 0.196 135 0.142
13 0.275 993 0.257 862 0.221 7 0.196 489 0.142
886 0.273 988 0.255 438 0.214 372 0.196 540 0.142
243 0.273 774 0.253 896 0.213 654 0.181 809 0.14
554 0.272 699 0.249 585 0.211 317 0.18 129 0.14
380 0.268 929 0.247 306 0.21 286 0.178 294 0.136
867 0.268 583 0.246 902 0.209 27 0.176 123 0.136
153 0.264 546 0.246 636 0.209 613 0.16 172 0.136
873 0.262 522 0.245 249 0.207 885 0.16 584 0.122
906 0.261 198 0.243 253 0.205 852 0.153 276 0.121
736 0.261 783 0.241 444 0.197 839 0.147

A total of 21 Key branches and 12 key generators were determined using similar methods. The
branch and generator PF analysis results are given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. There are 161 initial
attributes in total.

Table 3. Branch PF analysis results.

Branch ID PF Branch ID PF Branch ID PF

366-467-I 1.0000 72-634-II 0.6484 896-366-I 0.4777
366-467-II 0.9994 419-105-I 0.6415 896-366-II 0.4693
274-72-I 0.9964 419-105-II 0.6415 378-634-I 0.4368
274-72-II 0.9739 751-467-I 0.5676 378-634-II 0.4368
839-274-I 0.8969 751-467-II 0.5676 452-944-I 0.4114
839-274-II 0.8721 276-314-I 0.5480 452-944-II 0.4114
72-634-I 0.6530 276-314-II 0.5443 105-72-I 0.4043

Table 4. Generator PF analysis results.

Generator ID PF Generator ID PF Generator ID PF Generator ID PF

254 0.218 455 0.216 316 0.196 881 0.139
255 0.217 988 0.212 315 0.190 520 0.106
456 0.216 993 0.212 883 0.139 519 0.104

3.2.2. Determination of Attributes Set

As described in Section 2.2, 161 initial attributes were further filtered using the Relief-F algorithm.
According to (7), the weight values of these initial attributes were computed. Figure 4 shows the results
in descending order.

As shown in Figure 4, the first 94 attributes were selected to construct the attribute set of the DT.

3.3. Apply C4.5 Algorithm to Build DT

The DT can be constructed based on the generated sample set and the pre-selected 94 attributes
using the C4.5 algorithm. The partial DT is shown in Figure 5.
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In Figure 5, the first and second number in the leaf nodes indicate the total number of samples and
the number of mis-classified samples, respectively. Based on all paths of the constructed DT, system
operators can extract a series of VSM assessment rules. For instance, if the reactive power of generator
881 is less than or equal to 53.4 Mvar and the voltage amplitude of Bus 613 is less than or equal to
0.941 pu, the system enters the alert state. According to this rule, the system states corresponding
to these 71 samples are assessed as the alert state and all are classified correctly. System operators
can use these guidelines based on phasor measurement unit (PMU) data to assess the system voltage
stability status.

All of the 21,960 samples were classified to evaluate the DT’s performance, which was executed
on an Intel Core i7 2.5-GHz CPU with 4 GB of RAM. The generalization error was 97.3953%. The
performance of the DT can be visualized in Table 5.

Table 5. Confusion matrix of the DT.

Classified Class

N A E

Actual Class
N f NN = 7205 f NA = 115 f NE = 0
A f AN = 138 f AA = 6994 f AE = 188
E f EN = 1 f EA = 130 f EE = 7189
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fi j represents the number of samples that were classified from class i to class j. For example,
fAN, which equals to 138, is the number of samples that were mis-classified from class A to class N.
The total number of correct classifications made by the DT was fNN + fAA + fEE = 21,388 and the
total number of incorrect classifications was fAN + fEN + fNA + fEA + fNE + fAE = 572. In practical
system operation, system operators pay more attention to the classification results of samples from
class E (emergency state). In this confusion matrix, among the 7320 actual samples of class E, the DT
misclassified 1 for class N and 130 for class A.

Table 6 shows case study results of the DT constructed by the C4.5 algorithm with different
attribute sets.

Table 6. The performance of the C4.5 algorithm with different attribute sets.

The Number of Attributes 94 161

Modeling time (s) 8.45 13.56
Classification accuracy 97.40% 96.28%

The modeling time of the DT constructed with 161 attributes was 13.56 s, while the modeling time
of the DT constructed with 94 selected attributes was 8.45 s. This implies that the application of the
Relief-F algorithm can significantly shorten the modeling time, and therefore improve the classification
efficiency of the DT. The classification accuracy of the DT constructed with 161 attributes was 96.28%,
while the classification accuracy of the DT constructed with 94 selected attributes was 97.40%. This
implies that the application of all attributes does not guarantee a better classification accuracy. The
Relief-F algorithm is an effective method to improve the performance of the DT.

Table 7 compares the performance with different DT algorithms.

Table 7. The performance between the C4.5 and classification and regression tree (CART) algorithms.

C4.5 CART

Model building time (s) 8.45 30.34
Classification accuracy 97.3953% 93.1266%

The modeling time of the C4.5 algorithm was 8.45 s, while the modeling time of the CART
algorithm was 30.34 s. Compared with the CART algorithm, the efficiency of the C4.5 algorithm was
increased by about three times. The classification accuracy of the C4.5 algorithm was 4 percentage
points higher than that of the CART algorithm. Hence, the C4.5 algorithm is more suitable for handling
continuous attributes in VSM assessment.

Table 8 shows the classification accuracy and modeling time of the proposed method (NEW), and
the ANN, SVM, and NB methods. All methods used the same sample set and the same attribute set.

Table 8. The performance of different methods.

Method Classification Accuracy Modeling Time (s)

NEW 97.40% 8.45
ANN 94.51% 612.31
SVM 94.32% 13.42
NB 91.28% 20.83

It is clear that the proposed method performs better than the other methods. System operators
can use the operating guidelines extracted from the proposed method to monitor and assess the system
state based on PMU data. Once the power system falls into the alert or emergency states, operators
have enough time to enact corresponding control strategies and actions to ensure the stability of the
power system.
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4. Conclusions

This paper proposes constructing a DT using the C4.5 algorithm to extract operating guidelines for
power system operators, and has two innovations. First, PF analysis was performed to initially select
attributes based on the attributes’ physical meaning. The Relief-F algorithm was then used to further
select key attributes based on the attributes’ classification ability. Second, the C4.5 algorithm was applied
for constructing the DT because most of the attributes in VSM assessment are continuous variables.

Operational planners can use the DT to extract operating guidelines from a large amount of offline
study data. The DT can be used to help find new knowledge and insights from offline voltage stability
analysis. System operators can use the DT to quickly assess the system voltage margin based on
measurement data. Operational planners can use the DT to develop effective control strategies and
actions. A case study using provincial power system data indicates that the proposed VSM assessment
method not only guarantees classification accuracy to meet practical system operation needs, but also
handles a large amount of data within online operation requirements.
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